
21st Century Computer Market (Nigeria) or 13th Century Oriental 

bazaar with requisite tricksters, magicians …? A. Tao 
 

 

How could we ever find rest, or peace of mind as long as stories and pictures like those of the 

so- called Lagos computer village remain to hunt, stress and embarrass us? 

How could governments – Federal, State and Local, especially the Lagos State and Ikeja Local 

Governments allow the kind of place that passes for what should be an educational excursion 

destination turn perhaps a square mileage surrounding area in prime Ikeja into a low-toned 

place of brigandage that degrades the few genteel business outfits that make the place home; a 

place where visitors who must, of necessity pass through the Computer Market, fight their way 

through an apocalyptic-grade worse-than-melee? 

 The picture carried in a recent [Nigeria]  Punch story could as well be from 13th  century 

Timbuktu: an oriental bazaar as tricksters , fraudsters ,magicians, hailers, money changers, 

hawkers , hucksters,  hustlers, stall holders,  and itinerant traders jostled and jousted in an 

ocean of bodies in the tropical heat. Unkempt passages that were once streets – local, state and 

federal government presences meant to make people’s lives a little easier, peered through in 

different guises.  

It was there three years ago and and remains there today to continue to assault our senses while 

permanently appalling and traumatizing us . Yet this is our life, our toehold on a current 

modernity created by Caucasians from Western Europe, successfully transplanted to North 

America, where the indigenous populations were virtually cleansed out, partially so in Eastern 

and Southern Africa and now being very effectively and frenetically taken over by the Chinese 

and India with varying degrees of success. 

 

 Indigenous Africa remains outside of, but mostly on the edge and periphery of major historical 

development of and modern ones, scratching, scraping and feeding on droppings from its 

markets like scavenging vultures and crows on the carcasses and cadavers of Western European 

and North American (WENA) mind products.  

Our so-called Computer village – our [sort of] presence in the modern world – reflects our past 

that stubbornly mocks all Africans and peoples of African descent everywhere and hunts the 

drone days and learning machines of the WENA future. We may believe we are active 

participants in these drone days and learning machines but we are virtually barred, excluded  

and kept on the outside where we cannot really look in and participate EXCEPT as locusts 



which voraciously consume what they produce not. Or, perhaps, may be our ways have forced 

us to bar ourselves from active participation. 

 

In one’s time - forty, going on fifty years of life and living, one has been dazzled and alternately 

alienated by WENA modernity. One had in turn been convulsed into introversion, self hate, 

counter adulation and admonition, indeed hatred of the other,  the WENA. One has often  been 

whiplashed into thoughts, and written opinions and pieces of advice to any and all who care to 

listen, including even playing with fire with the possibility of risking biological extinction as 

part of efforts to transform and modernize our societies. 

 

This anti-hero has never had his hands on the lever of power at any level of governance and, 

can only admit failure and accept responsibility therefore as part of a failed post-colonial 

generation for which he and such others must still hold their collective head in shame,  

saddened as their times here move towards the end. Tragically, he shall have only his regret 

and his failure to report to his "maker", if such an infantile scenario exists. 

 

We cannot and must not give up no matter the time left. All of us must seize opportunities like 

the shame of a place like the computer place not only to lament but more positively to keep on 

appealing to the African elite mind, and especially to those with access and control over power 

and our scarce resources who are the flag bearers of our claims to human status.  

The ruling  elites of Africa must do all that is necessary to consciously take the simple but 

critically important basic steps to TIP us into modernity and modernizing process, now 

dizzingly transforming and modernizing half of the world populations of China and India. 

No single Nigerian be he/she a billionaire can thump his/her chest that our people are at the 

same level with others around the world because he/she owns jets or can work into an auto 

show room in affluent Abuja or Lagos and buy a car “with American specs” worth hundreds of 

thousands of DOLLARS. The way we really are, the way most of people are, will directly dictate 

the respect given the Nigerian so-called billionaires in other parts of the world, and the kind 

accorded a regular Nigerian would not be far worse. 

      On this concern, one suggested and argued, over a long period of time, that the WENA 

"magic", and modernity, violently pursued and virulently imposed on the world over the past 

six hundred years or so, rests primarily and fundamentally , on  the two basic principles of 

control: RATIONALIZATION AND ROUTINISATION, THE TWO "Rs" 

 

 



The first "R"   is the unstoppable and ruthless pursuit of endless progress for humankind, armed 

with the tools of modern science. Yoruba ancestors may have conceptualised wireless 

communication with OSANYIN AND  APETA for their time and place, they may have actually 

realized the link between the physics of time and space with KANAKO; they may have cracked 

the technology of silk production with SANMANYAN, but sadly, this  Yoruba originality and 

ingenuity remained cramped and crippled by the failure to stumble on THE ART OF 

WRITING,and. THEIRS, THEREFORE, DO NOT AMOUNT TO MODERN SCIENCE. 

 

 The ratio of WENA-driven modern science as it would appear, becomes the first leg of the first 

human civilization that is not likely to crumble, to be succeeded by a qualitatively new and 

different one, as in earlier times:  those of Greece and Rome in Western Europe/ Sumeria, 

Egypt, Zimbabwe, Yoruba (Africa), Persia, India in Asia/ Aztec, Easter Island in the Americas 

and Pacific. 

 

The second "R" is equally that immensely-successful mode of production through which the 

routine of mechanization, now  threatened and about to be surpassed in quantitative and 

qualitative terms  by the robotics of learning and human-aping  machines, has and most likely 

will continue to provide constructive and often brutally and massively destructive, material 

abundance for human consumption and improvements including hitherto-unimaginable, if 

often imagined human longevity. THE ROUTINISATION OF MASS PRODUCTION  was most 

famously introduced with HENRY FORD’S MODEL ‘T’  

The combination of these two processes of controlling and subduing nature , harnessing its 

forces and powers to the qualitatitive and quantitative needs of mankind created a new 

modernism, a WENA-driven modernity.   

These advantages - the  enormous powers to dominate and abuse others which these conferred 

on  governments and citizens of WENA states in the past half millenium  - remain unknown to 

the African and outside the control of their citizens and governments, even after the benefit of 

flag independence. This is in spite of the deceptively-attractive possibility of a human world in 

which people are relatively free and left to determine the paths and quality of their lives.  

IN THIS PERIOD THE AFRICAN HAS CHOSEN AND REMAINS MARRIED TO THE 

CHARACTER AND QUALITY OF THE LOCUST:  consuming and dying, hardly ever 

producing. Yet the African unashamedly claims the rights and dignity of the humanoid. 

   

These two forces have been described as CONTROL PROCESSES which,  unless and until 

IMPOSED by Africa’s governing and ruling elites, our continent and its people cannot and will 

not break the code of WENA MODERNITY. And without these control mechanisms, Africans 



will not be able to initiate the processes of transformation and modernization through the 

creation of A KNOWLEDGE-DRIVEN PEOPLE LIVING IN A KNOWLEDGE SOCIETY. 

 

 Nigeria ,  blessed as it is by a positive critical mass of human and material resources, remains 

the only truly African-managed African state with the best capacities for cracking the WENA 

MODERNITY CODE. Unfortunately, Africa’s most populous nation and largest economy has so 

far failed and continues to fail in all the experiments and attempts to impose these controls. The 

latest and, perhaps best example – there possibly are others – of this is the current leadership of 

the State of Osun whose “pact with the people” provided by the leadership of its Governor 

Aregbesola, (Oranmiyan Atunluse) contains the theory but is not only structurally handicapped 

but is functionally endangered both by the centralised political structures operating in the 

Federal Republic of Nigeria. The State administration is not free from other societal ills, 

including the poison of socialized corruption. 

 

 The Ikeja computer village and the Punch story reflect all the above weaknesses and the 

resistance of our primitive circumstances to a world roaring away and leaving us to follow a 

long way behind, still as hewers of wood and drawers of water. 

 

 To begin to change this , the ruling elite have to and must: 

1. Recognize the  sad and saddening situation of the A SI ‘NI W’AIYÉ ARA ILU ÈRÒ   YÌN ,  a 

race that has not and is showing no sign of being able to join nor contribute to, and drive the 

modern world and the future of mankind. Yorubas idiomatic saying translates simply to in 

Aime Cesaire,s harrowing wail....." .THOSE”one whose existence on earth is simply to enhance 

the lives of others – the hewers of wood and drawers of water earlier mentioned.  .in Aime 

Cesaire,s harrowing wail: " THOSE WHO NEVER INVENTED ANYTHING"WHO NEVER INVENTED 

ANYTHING" 

 

 2. Create and empower a  managing leadership, capable of understanding the code of 

MODERNISATION,our two Rs, a force determined , whatever the cost ,to successfully and 

ruthlessly IMPOSE  these CONTROLS on our peoples. The proof and its necessity are in the 

power and pride of WENA as dominant and domineering race, our position as historical 

victims of abuse and the glowing and growing power and pride of Asia as the Chinese and 

Indians and Koreans and Thais and Indonesians emerge from their victimhood to become our 

new abusers and new suppliers ; forces of MODERNISATION and the power it confers on its 

bearers. 

 

 3. Understand that these control forces begin from the universally demonstrable, basic 

arithmetical formula and irresistible logic of 2+2=4. Understanding, developing ,deploying 



,never questioning and always invoking and practicing this, is central to cracking the CODE OF 

WENA MODERNISATION. 

 

 4.  Totally commit the leadership mission to dragging  our people as followers into the new era, 

willy nilly, breaking a few eggs if necessary to achieve greatness and remove ourselves from the 

status of chaffs of history, as a people ,as a state as a RACE. 

  

5. Draw up and establish a blueprint for deploying all available human and material resources, 

for the hard and long route that must be embarked upon. 

 

6. Remove the deceptive presence and illusion of being part of the technological developments 

and progress typified by the continued failure of bought and paid for systems - roads, health 

and agricultural socio-economic infrastructures which are often mismanaged or poorly 

maintained, their failure revealing Africa’s nakedness and Fanonist wretchedness … REX 

NETTELFORD’S ..."A BUTU IN A BENZ IS STILL A BUTU" 

  

7. Move up and forward now, REINVENT THE WHEEL AND DEPOLY IT  beginning 

fromPersuading and stopping our folks from confirming, continuing their status as beasts of 

burden by carrying goods on their heads, human heads in which the most  powerful computer 

known to mankind resides. 

 

9. Impose a basic order of 2+2s and linearity on educating the young, managing all adult 

motions and all organizations: in market and all mass action situations. Romans built straight 

roads and conquered; Egyptians built pyramids that continue to mystify us how they lifted tons 

of materials. Time for today’s African from its first modern republic of Haiti to the continent 

here to ORGANISE AND MODERNISE THE WENA WAY!  At the most rudimentary level. 

 

10.  Move all sales in our markets OFF THE FLOOR (we are not lower animals who graze on the 

floor and in pastures), two centuries after the adoption of the germ theory of good health 

management. 

 

The Lagos State Government and its Local Governments can organise its house, and 

beginning  with the Computer Parts and Repair  Market, clear the mess, clean the eyesore 

that the village represents and which typifies our lowly existence in today’s world. A starting 

point is to begin by BY LICENSING ONLY A LIMITED RATIONALLY-CALCULATED 
NUMBER OF OPERATORS. In all markets, including the number of danfos plying our 



roads in every city, and limiting the long haulage vehicles to night movement. 
Government through licensing,  enforcement and control can make Adam Smith’s 

"invisible hand” succeed here! Singapore, Indonesia, Dubai ... and all those far away places that 

have been transformed by the sheer will of leadership, places that our leaders love to visit, can 

happen here. 

 

 

 

 CONTROLS, CONTROLS and CONTROLS to impose the two Rs is the only guaranteed 

avenue to the path of modernization and transformation of our various societies throughout the 

continent. 

This principle should, as a rule be applied to all manner of distribution and free the stock of 

hidden unemployment disguised as stall holders with ten oranges or plantains. Those so freed 

from their routine of misery, will be available in due course for work in factories and places of 

production that new and higher capital accumulation will make possible 

 16th Century Arab bazaar parading as a computer village must be qualitatively transformed to 

give way to a tightly and rationally-regulated market with limited and registered traders, 

allowing each shop/stall owner enjoy a sizeable turnover and earn  a decent living income. 

Finally, we must all endeavour to again draw the attention of governments at every level in 

Nigeria as well as and throughout the Federation to their responsibilities in the area of, and 

need for MODERNISATION AND THE CREATION OF A KNOWLEDGE-DRIVEN SOCIETY 

because until Nigeria rises above her misery, no black nation on earth will really rise nor get 

any respect from other countries of the world where the leaderships are striving to match 

WENA nations progress for progress. 

 

RELATED ESSAY: 

http://emotanafricana.com/2013/10/10/haiti-and-the-tragedy-that-nigerias-failure-

represents-to-people-of-african-descent-tola-adenle-2/ 

 

 

 


